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LHCf measurements of neutron production at large rapidity

!e Large Hadron Collider forward (LHCf) experiment has successfully "nished the "rst phase of data taking at √s = 0.9 and 7 TeV proton-proton collisions in 2010. 
In this poster, the performance of LHCf detector for hadronic shower and the current status of neutron analysis are presented. !e energy resolution, energy 
linearity, and position resolution were estimated by using test beam experiment at SPS and MC simulation. !e energy spectra of the arm1 detector calculated from 
interaction models are compared. 

Abstract

!e LHCf experiment is one of the LHC experiments dedicated to measure the energy and 
transverse momentum of particles emi!ed at the very forward region. Two independent 
detectors named Arm1 and Arm2 were installed ±140m away from the LHC IP1 (ATLAS 
interaction point). Each detector has two calorimeter towers composed of 44 r.l. of the 
tungsten plates and 16 sampling layers of the plastic scintillators. "e detectors involves  
four X-Y pairs of the position sensitive detectors (SciFi in Arm1 and silicon strip detector in 
Arm2, respectively). 
We successfully completed the phase1 operation for √s=7TeV p-p collisions in 2010. "e 
next target is planed to take the data at √s=14TeV (=1017eV at Elab) p-p collisions a$er 2014.

For the recent observations of high energy cosmic ray by 
the Pierre-Auger observatory and the TA experiment, the 
uncertainty in hadron interaction models becomes more 
crucial to understand their spectra. To constrain the 
uncertainty in the hadron interaction models in ultra-high 
energy region, observation of very forward particles at the  
LHC is essentially important to resolve the puzzle. 
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Cosmic Ray Spectra of Various Experiments

Figure 1.1: Cosmic ray spectra taken by many experiments
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LHCf has successfully completed the data taking for √s = 7 TeV p-p collisions 
in 2010. Currently, we are intensively working for neutron analysis. "e 
performance of the LHCf detectors for neutron measurement was con#rmed 
by the MC calculation and the SPS beam test. "e LHCf calorimeters have a 
detection efficiency of more than 70 % for > 500GeV neutrons, with ±3% non-
linearity of energy scale and  30-37% of energy resolution. "e calorimeters 
have the position resolution of 0.5 to 4.0mm for lateral direction.
We are analyzing the neutron events at √s = 7 TeV p-p collisions and the 
results are presented in this poster.

Future plans:
We will compare the data with the spectra simulated with interaction models, 
and more detailed study to understand detector simulation is needed. Finally 
we will compare with arm2 results.

LHC students poster session, 13 March 2013

Key parameters can be  
observed in accelerator 
experiments
1. σinel

    → TOTEM
2. inelasticity
    → neutron at LHCf
3. secondary spectra
    → photon at LHCf

Introduction
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Figure 1: Location of the LHCf detectors in LHC. The structure at the center is the ATLAS experiment. Two LHCf
detectors (LHCf1 and LHCf2) are installed in the TAN located 140 m from the interaction point (center of ATLAS).
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Figure 2: PT acceptance of LHCf as a function of particle
energy. Particles below lines can be detected. The solid and
dashed lines correspond to the LHC operations under zero
and 140 µrad crossing angle, respectively. Scatter plots are
distribution expected for photons in 14 TeV p-p collisions.

3 Current Status of LHCf

LHCf has already finished data taking at 0.9 and 7 TeV p-p
collisions in 2010 and removed the detectors from the LHC
tunnel.

3.1 Operation at LHC

LHCf has successfully started data taking when LHC
started proton-proton collisions in December 2009 at⇥

s = 0.9 TeV. After a winter shutdown, LHC restarted
physics program in the end of March at

⇥
s = 7 TeV. In early

Figure 3: Schematic view of the LHCf Arm1 (top) and
Arm2 (bottom) detectors

May, LHC again operated at 0.9 TeV for a short time. Until
19 July when LHCf stopped operation, LHC has integrated
luminosity up to 350 nb−1 at IP1. The beam crossing angle
was switched from zero to 100 µrad at the end of June. This
means the LHCf acceptance was increases from 8.7<�<�
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Figure 2.14: The energy resolution as a function of incident energy

2.7.5 Position dependence and correction

Because the shape of scintillators and the optical light guides of the LHCf
calorimeter are not ideal for collecting scintillation light, there are depen-
dence of light yield on the transverse hit position. This dependence a!ected
to the determination of energies of incident particles, so it should be cor-
rected. The position dependence maps are measured with 2.2MeV ! source
for the calibration. Calibration factor CF(x, y) as a function of hit position
are obtained by fitting the maps with a below function.

CF(x, y) = C0 +C1x + C2y + C3x
2 + C4y

2

+ C5xy + C6x
3 + C7x

2y + C8xy2 + C9y
3

Figure 2.17 shows a position dependence map (CF(x, y)) of a one scin-
tillator. In the analysis of MC simulation, of course this dependence is not
a!ect.
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SumdE =
15�
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• Event Selection
trigger (offline) ; coincidence of any successive three layers
Fiducial cut ; 2mm from the calorimeter edge events are rejected 
Multi hit cut ; only single hit events are selected

• Energy reconstruction
Linear function of SumdE (summation of energy deposit)

• Lateral hit position
SciFi X and Y hit position reconstruction

• Particle identi(cation (PID)
From difference in longitudinal shower development

• Data
Fill# 1104 (same as published photon paper[2])
Integrated luminosity 0.68nb-1 = 4.8 x 107 collisions

• MC statistics
QGSJET2 : 0.99*107 collisions
EPOS         : 0.99*107 collisions
PYTHIA   : 0.99*107 collisions
DPMJET3: 0.99*107 collisions
SYBILL     : 0.49*107 collisions

• Detection efficiency
more than 70% for > 500GeV neutron

• Energy scale non-linearity
< ±3%

• Energy resolution
30-37% irrespective to neutron energy 

• Lateral hit position resolution
0.5 ~ 2.0 mm for small tower, 1.0 ~ 4.0 mm 
for large tower

energy scale non-linearity

"e PID method uses difference in 
longitudinal shower development between 
photon incident and hadron incident. 
"ey are described by L20% and L90% 
parameter as shown in (gureA1.
L20% (L90%) is the longitudinal distance in 
radiation lengths measured from the 
entrance to a calorimeter to the position 
where 20%(90%) of the total shower 
energy has been deposited.
In this analysis, the two dimensional PID 
cut shown in (gureA2 was applied.
By using this method, we obtained 
more than 96% of efficiency with less than 
2% of photon contamination for small 
tower.

that could be scanned through the beam. Data was taken under two sets of supplied

high voltage to PMTs at low (450 V) and high (600 V) gains. The high (low) gain

mode was identical (close) to the condition used in the operation at
!

s = 0.9 (7) TeV

proton-proton collisions. Throughout the section, unless specified we present only

the results from the high gain operation mode. The di!erence is essential only in

the discussion on the energy resolution in Section 4.3.2. The electronics for data

acquisition was essentially identical to that used in LHC except for the delay cables

of the analog signal of the calorimeters. For the beam tests described here, we

used RG58 cables with a total delay time of 300 ns while for the LHC operation we

used 200 m long low attenuation cables (C-50-3-1, 850 ns delay). Additional tests to

determine the di!erent attenuation of these cables were also carried out during the

beam tests at SPS.

Figure 4.1.1: Setup of the beam test at SPS. Signals for the data acquisitions were
generated by the two fixed plastic scintillators (right in the figure) at the exit of
the beam pipe. The LHCf detectors (left) and the ADAMO tracker (middle) were
placed on a movable table to scan the calorimeters through the beams.
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Experimental Setup

Beam facility: CERN SPS in 2007
Beam : proton(150GeV and 350GeV)
 

Result: "e beam test results are compared 
with MC simulation as shown in right (gure.
"ey are well agreed but the data have broader 
distribution. "is indicates MC simulation 
still needs to be tuned. 

Here we show very preliminary results for various MC 
generators. Full detector MC and analysis procedure same as 
experimental data are applied. "e vertical axises are 
normalized to a number of event per 107 inelastic collisions.  

NEXT plans;
•comparison with √s = 7TeV data.
•Estimation of systematic uncertainty
•More detailed understand of detector simulation
•Comparison with arm2 detector
•Spectra deconvolution (Unfolding technique)
•etc...
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Figure 1: Top panel: A longitudinal profile measured for
a hybrid event and matching simulations of two showers
with proton and iron primaries. Middle panel: A lateral
distribution function determined for the same hybrid event
as in the top panel and that of the two simulated events.
Bottom panel: R, defined as S(1000)Data

S(1000)Sim
, averaged over the

hybrid events as a function of sec!.

and arrival direction of the showers matches the measured
event, and the LPs of the selected showers have the lowest
"2 compared to the measured LP. The measured LP and
two selected LPs of an example event are shown in the top
panel of Fig. 1.
The detector response for the selected showers was simu-
lated using the Auger Offline software package [8, 9]. The
lateral distribution function of an observed event and that
of two simulated events are shown in the middle panel of
Fig. 1. For each of the 227 events, the ground signal at
1000m from the shower axis, S (1000), is smaller for the
simulated events than that measured. The ratio of the mea-
sured S (1000) to that predicted in simulations of showers
with proton primaries, S(1000)DataS(1000)Sim

, is 1.5 for vertical showers
and grows to around 2 for inclined events; see the bottom
panel of Fig. 1. The ground signal of more-inclined events

is muon-dominated. Therefore, the increase of the discrep-
ancy with zenith angle suggests that there is a deficit of
muons in the simulated showers compared to the data. The
discrepancy exists for simulations of showers with iron pri-
maries as well, which means that the ground signal cannot
be explained only through composition.

3 Estimate of the Muonic Signal in Data
3.1 A multivariate muon counter
In this section, the number of muons at 1000 m from the
shower axis is reconstructed. This was accomplished by
first estimating the number of muons in the surface detec-
tors using the characteristic signals created by muons in the
PMT FADC traces and then reconstructing the muonic lat-
eral distribution function (LDF) of SD events.
In the first stage, the number of muons in individual surface
detectors is estimated. As in the jump method [4], the total
signal from discrete jumps

J =
!

FADC bin i

(x
i+1 ! x

i

)
" #$ %

jump

I {x
i+1 ! x

i

> 0.1} (1)

was extracted from each FADC signal, where x
i

is the sig-
nal measured in the ith bin in Vertical Equivalent Muon
(VEM) units, and the indicator function I {y} is 1 if its
argument y is true and 0 otherwise. The estimator J is
correlated with the number of muons in the detector, but it
has an RMS of approximately 40%. To improve the pre-
cision, a multivariate model was used to predict the ratio
# = (N

µ

+ 1)/(J + 1). 172 observables that are plausibly
correlated to muon content, such as the number of jumps
and the rise-time, were extracted from each FADC signal.
Principal Component Analysis was then applied to deter-
mine 19 linear combinations of the observables which best
capture the variance of the original FADC signals. Using
these 19 linear combinations, an artificial neural network
(ANN) [10] was trained to predict # and its uncertainty.
The output of the ANN was compiled into a probability ta-
ble PANN = P (N

µ

= N |FADC signal). The RMS of this
estimator is about 25%, and biases are also reduced com-
pared to the estimator J .
In the second stage of the reconstruction, a LDF

N(r, $,%, &) =

exp

&

$ + % log
r

1000m
+ & log

' r

1000m

(2
) (2)

is fit to the estimated number of muons in the detectors for
each event, where r is the distance of the detector from the
shower axis and $, %, and & are fit parameters. The num-
ber of muons in each surface detector varies from the LDF
according to the estimate PANN and Poisson fluctuations.
The fit parameters, $, %, and &, have means which depend
on the primary energy and zenith angle as well as vari-
ances arising from shower-to-shower fluctuations. Gaus-
sian prior distributions with energy- and zenith-dependent
means were defined for the three fit parameters. All the
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"e neutron measurement at the LHCf 
experiment is helpful to understand 
leading particle spectra in cosmic ray 
interaction. Elasticity de(ned as the 
fraction of energy taken by the leading 
particle can be measure by the LHCf 
neutron events.
"e neutron spectra are keys to solve the  
muon number excess issues in cosmic ray 
observations[1].

µ number excess
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Figure 5.1: The energy spectra of true hadron. Each color are correspond to
one model. Left panel correspond to the small tower, and right correspond
to the large tower.
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Figure 5.2: The energy spectra of each models in the small tower.

5.1.3 Analysis of the data

The procedure of analysing of the data was carried out as follows; Energy
deposit in each channel was calculated from the measured data after gain
calibration, then, transverse hit positions and number of incident particles
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some difference between the both, 
especially in the σ
→ We have to understand the MC more well.

FigureA1(upper): An example of transition curve and the 
de(nition of L20% and L90%. "e right shows L90% distribution of 
photon(Red) and hadron(Blue) and √s=7TeV data (Black).
FigureA2(bo!om): 2D sca!ering of L20% and L90% parameter, 
and its projection to L90%-0.25*L20%. 

FigureB: "e energy spectra with and without multi-hit cut(MHC). "e right 
(gures show ratio(with MHC / without MHC). 

Preliminary

Reference
[1] J. ALLEN et al., ICRC proceedings (2011)
[2] O.Adriani et al., Physics Letters B 703 (2011) 128–134

"e energy spectra obtained from hadronic interaction models(see legend).
"e same analysis procedure were performed for each model.
"ere is large difference between models.
We will compare these spectra with the spectra of √s = 7TeV data.

"e (gures show energy spectra for each interaction model. "e upper two 
(gures are MC true spectra and the bo!om two are energy spectra smeared 
by 35% with gaussian. "e le$ (right) correspond to small (large) tower.

"e right upper (gure shows a measured number of muons compared with 
MC prediction.

Data

MCEnergy scale non linearity(le$ upper): We used 2 different response functions (linear and 
quadratic). Both of them show less than ±3% non-linearity (le$ bo!om).
Energy resolution(right): Energy resolution as a function of incident energy. 

― linear
― quadratic

● linear

● quadratic

Beat test results: Upper two histograms show beam test results, 
and bo!om two show MC result. Blue (Magenta) line is the 
energy reconstructed with linear (quadratic) response function.
"e le$(right) correspond to the result of 150GeV(350GeV).

More than two particles hit in one 
calorimeter simultaneously, these events 
were treated as “multi hit” event.
Reconstruction of  multi hit event is 
difficult, so they are rejected from the 
analysis. "e ratio of multi hit event in MC 
simulation was obtained ((gureB).

↓L90%↓L20%
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Figure 179. example of event viewer

example) shower development
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Figure 2.10: L905 distribution of gamma and hadron particles.

position reconstruction is evaluated by the MC with various energy incident
at detector center.

Figure 2.12 shows the reconstructed position distribution of each energy.
The black and red correspond to the reconstructed position of X axis and Y
axis, respectively. The di!erence from incident position is shown in upper
panel of figure 2.13. The incident positions are drawn as a line in this figure.
In each energy, position is well reconstructed. The position resolution is
defined as the RMS of these distribution ,and summarized in lower panel of
figure 2.13. In this figure, blue correspond to x axis, and magenta correspond
to y axis. It is clearly depend on the energy, but the resolution itself is
good(less than 1mm above 1000GeV). The main di!erence of X and Y axis
caused by dead channel of SciFi detectors(May be).

2.7 Energy Estimation

2.7.1 sumdE

SumdE is an important parameter to estimate incident energy and defined
as equations below..

sumdE =
15
!

2

nstep ! dEi (2.7)

is it of hadron like event, on the other hand,

sumdE =
12
!

1

nstep ! dEi (2.8)
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Schematic geometry around IP1 and 
the pictures of the LHCf detector
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the energy spectra of data and models
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